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Finance Mean for Emerging
Markets?
M. S. Mohanty – Head of Economics and Financial Markets for Asia and the Pacific, Bank for International Settlements1

Abstract
The size and the nature of financial intermediation matters
not only from the perspective of the risk exposure of financial
institutions but also in terms of the cost of credit and the effectiveness with which monetary policy is transmitted to the
economy. This paper looks at how the forms of finance have
changed in major emerging market economies (EMEs) in recent years and what this means for monetary and financial
stability in these economies. It argues that the greater access
of households to bank credit and of EME corporations to domestic and external securities debt markets is a double-edged
sword. On the one hand, it has helped foster financial development in EMEs, diversifying funding sources, and reducing
credit risk concentration. On the other hand, it has contributed to increasing risks and vulnerabilities – as many recent

financial market turbulences illustrated. These developments
pose challenges to EM monetary authorities in containing
monetary and financial stability risks as well as designing appropriate response.
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INTRODUCTION

THE ROLE OF BANKS AND BOND MARKETS

The 2008 Global Financial Crisis (GFC) has focused attention
of academics and policymakers alike on the optimal model
of financial intermediation for an economy. There is no consensus on this issue. Models of financial intermediation are
likely to vary across countries and regions, depending, among
other things, on their economic history and stages of financial
development. That said, the crisis challenged the traditional views about the merits of financial intermediation models
where either banks or markets play a dominant role. Instead, it
highlighted the key role played by financial intermediaries and
their funding models in the causation and the propagation of
financial collapses. The size and the nature of financial intermediation matter not only for the risk exposure of financial institutions but also the cost of credit and the effectiveness with
which monetary policy is transmitted to the economy.

Historically, banks have played a central role in the financial
systems of EMEs by allocating domestic savings, transforming the maturity of financial claims, and intermediating international capital flows. However, a series of banking crises in the
1980s and 1990s raised questions about the merits of bankbased financial intermediation and triggered initiatives aimed
at diversifying financial systems. The 2008 crisis was a major
turning point in many countries. To capture this shift, Table 1
provides broad patterns of financial intermediation in EMEs
just before the recent financial crisis and five years following
it, as well as in the mid-2000s [see Ehlers and Villar (2015) for
more details].

Recent rapid credit growth in EMEs
As the first three panels of Table 1 show, over the 2004–13
period as a whole, total credit extended to the non-financial
private sector of EMEs by banks and bond markets taken together (through domestic and international channels) has risen
markedly in many countries as a percentage of GDP. This trend
started in mid-2000 but picked up particularly sharply after the
onset of the GFC. The growth in total credit has been faster in
economies that are more financially open and that have tied
their exchange rates to the currencies of advanced economies
than those that are less open and allow greater exchange rate
flexibility. This is particularly true in the case of Hong Kong
SAR, with its linked exchange rate system and highly open
capital accounts (as well as its role as an international financial
center), but also in China, even with its relatively closed capital
markets. It is not surprising, therefore, that total credit as a
percentage of GDP has grown at a much faster rate in Asian
economies than that in other EME regions.

This paper looks at how the forms of finance have changed in
major emerging market economies (EMEs) in recent years and
what this means for monetary and financial stability in these
economies. One important trend emerging over the past decade is that while the share of credit intermediated by the EME
banking systems has fallen, banks have been allocating a larger fraction of that credit to households, often increasing their
non-core liabilities to finance such lending. On the other hand,
the non-financial corporations – the traditional clients of banks
– have increasingly moved to the offshore bond markets. At
the same time, there have been major changes to EMEs’ local
currency bond markets, which have become not only deeper
but increasingly internationalized because of greater openness and rising foreign participation.
The greater access of households to bank credit and of EME
corporations to domestic and external securities debt markets is a double-edged sword. On the one hand, it has helped
foster financial development in EMEs, diversifying funding
sources and reducing credit risk concentration. On the other
hand, it has contributed to increasing risks and vulnerabilities
– as many recent financial market turbulences illustrated [BIS
(2015, 2016)]. Domestic bond markets now react more strongly to global forces. Larger foreign currency debt has made
many companies more vulnerable to exchange rate shocks.
Credit cycles have also become more pronounced. These
developments pose challenges to EM monetary authorities in
containing monetary and financial stability risks, raising questions about the appropriate instruments required to stabilize
the economy [Sobrun and Turner (2015)].

The last three panels of the Table 1 show how much of this
credit is intermediated by the banking system. It is clear that
banks continue to be the main source of credit in EMEs. However, there are significant changes to financial intermediation
in many countries. For instance, over the past decade, the
share of credit intermediated by banks has fallen significantly
in China, Chile, Hong Kong SAR, Hungary, India, and Korea.
Again, this trend is most visible in emerging Asia but less so
prominent in other regions.
In what appears to be a general trend across EMEs, the sharp
growth in total bank assets has coincided with a rapid increase
in bank lending to households, which has been partially offset
by a general decline in banks’ debt securities holdings and
loans to non-financial corporations. This is in sharp contrast
to the experience in the 1980s and 1990s when EME banks
208
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Total credit to nonfinancial private sector
(as a share of
nominal GDP)1
2004

2007

2013

2004

2007

2013

Emerging Asia

97

98

130

91

89

86

China

124

118

181

96

91

75

Hong Kong SAR

164

183

261

90

83

81

India

38

50

59

96

93

92
89

2

Indonesia

29

28

41

87

93

Korea

139

160

185

74

76

67

Malaysia

131

114

135

96

96

100

Philippines3

41

34

41

Singapore

101

97

139

91

84

87

Thailand

109

97

127

97

98

97

Latin America2

34

40

55

64

71

73

Argentina

13

15

16

64

76

94

Brazil

34

45

76

88

93

93

85

94

123

71

71

63

34

45

41

49

55

53

Chile
Colombia

26

33

44

Mexico

23

27

34

Peru2

20

23

37

Central and
eastern Europe2

64

82

99

3

Czech Republic

69

78

98

39

52

55

Hungary

81

112

121

48

47

39

Poland

43

57

79

59

65

65

Other EMEs2

49

63

64

81

82

88

1
2
3

In many of these countries, this share now stands at around
30-50%.

Bank credit to nonfinancial private sector
(as a share of total credit
to non-financial private
sector)

Another important aspect of recent changes in credit intermediation relates to the role of international bank lending in
EMEs, which has been a major source of financial stress in
many economies, as demonstrated clearly during the Asian
financial crisis of 1997-98. In more recent period, however,
international bank lending has declined significantly, as such
lending has been increasingly replaced by financing through
international debt securities. As a result, international bank
credit (cross-border claims plus local claims of international
banks) as a percentage of total domestic bank credit to the
non-bank sector has shrunk in Latin America, where it fell from
50% in 2005 to 30% in 2013, as well as in central and eastern
Europe, where it went down from 100% in 2008 to 75% in
2013.
Several forces appear to be at work. In most EMEs, an important factor has been easy domestic monetary conditions,
which boosted both the demand for and supply of credit. In
many commodity-exporting countries, these domestic conditions interacted with sustained improvements in terms of trade
up to 2014. However, the factor that is most common across
countries is exceptionally easy global financial conditions.
One direct channel appears to work through bank deposits.
Since most capital inflows ultimately end up on bank balance
sheets, they tend to increase banks’ lending capacity. Second, in several countries banks also funded a significant part
of their credit growth by directly accessing international debt
markets where terms for borrowing were very easy. Finally, in
some countries large capital inflows led banks to lower their
lending standards, particularly under the threat of competition
as their major corporate clients moved to offshore markets.
In other words, banks responded to large non-financial firms’
global search for yield by easing their lending terms.

BIS calculations of total credit to private non-financial sector.
Regional aggregates are simple averages.
Total credit to the private sector estimate based on domestic bank credit to
private sector (IMF, International Financial Statistics, line 22d), plus crossborder loans to the non-bank sector, less government exposure from BIS
consolidated banking statistics, plus international debt securities issued by
non-financial corporations.

Sources: IMF, International Financial Statistics; national data; BIS
international banking statistics; BIS securities statistics.

It is important to note that, despite strong credit growth, in
several countries, banking system leverage declined over the
past decade (left-hand panel of Figure 1). Interestingly, in many
countries the decline in banks measured leverage coincided
with an increase in the loan-to-deposit ratio – that is, banks
expanded their other liabilities to fund the additional loans. As
Adrian and Shin (2010) have shown, monetary policy works
through changes in asset prices and the yield curve that affect banks’ profitability and lending behavior (the so-called
“risk-taking” channel of monetary policy). To the extent that
easy domestic and external financial conditions boost asset
prices, they tend to increase the value of equity when bank
portfolios are marked-to-market. Banks facing capital or

Table 1 – Private sector credit and domestic bank lending in EMEs

followed what is called “one-way financial intermediation” in
which they mobilized household deposits to lend to the private corporate sector or the government [Mohanty and Turner
(2008)]. By 2000s, however, this picture had changed substantially. For instance, between 2004 and 2013, the share of credit
going to households in total bank credit rose in the range of
10-20 percentage points in Argentina, Brazil, Czech Republic,
India, Indonesia, Israel, Poland, Russia, Thailand, and Turkey.
209
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Change in asset-to-equity ratio, 2013-2004 (in %)

Change in loan-to-deposit ratio, 2013-2004 (in %)
CN
DZ
CO
KR
IN
SG

HU
AE
MY
IL
KR
TH
SA
PL
CL
DZ
RU
ZA
HK
MX
CO
CZ
PE
IN
AR
ID
SG
TR

PL
MY
SA
MX
ID
HK
AE
HU
CL
CZ
TH
AR
ZA
RU
PH
PE
BR
TR
IL
-10

-8

-6

-4

-2

0

2

-20

4

0

20

40

60

80

100

AE = United Arab Emirates; AR = Argentina; BR = Brazil; CL = Chile; CN =China; CO = Colombia; CZ = Czech Republic; DZ = Algeria; HK = Hong Kong SAR;
HU = Hungary; ID = Indonesia; IL = Israel; IN = India; KR = Korea; MX = Mexico; MY = Malaysia; PE = Peru; PH = Philippines; PL = Poland; RU = Russia; SA = Saudi
Arabia; SG = Singapore; TH = Thailand; TR = Turkey; VE = Venezuela; ZA = South Africa.
Source: BIS questionnaire.
Figure 1 – Banking sector leverage and loan-to-deposit ratio

Domestic debt securities (1): non-financial corporations

International debt securities (2): non-bank private corporations

2.5

0.8
0.7

2

0.6
0.5

1.5

0.4
1

0.3
0.2

0.5

0.1

Latin America (4)

Europe (5)

Others (6)

Asia (3)

Europe (5)

Others (6)

(1) By residence. For the Czech Republic, Hong Kong SAR and Poland, calculated as the difference between total debt securities by residence and international
debt securities by residence. (2) By residence. (3) For Asia, sum of China, Hong Kong SAR, India, Indonesia, Korea, Malaysia, the Philippines, Singapore, and
Thailand. (4) For Latin America, sum of Argentina, Brazil, Chile, Colombia, Mexico, and Peru. (5) For Europe, sum of the Czech Republic, Hungary, Poland, Russia,
and Turkey. (6) For others, sum of Israel, Saudi Arabia, and South Africa.
Sources: BIS securities statistics; BIS calculations.
Figure 2 – Domestic and international debt securities (Amounts outstanding, in trillions of U.S.$)
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Credit-to-GDP gap, latest figures 2,3 (%)

Debt service ratio (DSR) – impact of a 250bp increase in interest
rates 4,5 (%)

40

14

30

12

20

10

10

8

0
-10

+250 bp interest rate rise (5)
Actual DSR (4)

6
HK CN TH SG TR MY CL ID BR MX RU KR CZ AR PL ZA IN HU

4

-20

2

-30

0

-40

-2
Above 10

Between 2 and 10

Less than zero

Asia (6)

BR
Above 6

CN

IN

TR

CEE (7)

Between 4 and 6

KR

MX

ZA

Below 4

AR = Argentina; BR = Brazil; CEE = central and eastern Europe; CL = Chile; CN = China; CZ = Czech Republic; HK = Hong Kong SAR; HU = Hungary;
ID = Indonesia; IN = India; KR = Korea; MX = Mexico; MY = Malaysia; PL = Poland; RU = Russia; SG = Singapore; TH = Thailand; TR = Turkey; ZA = South Africa.
(1) For a derivation of critical thresholds for credit-to-GDP gaps, see Drehmann et al. (2011). For debt service ratios, see Drehmann and Juselius (2012). (2) Difference
of the credit-to-GDP ratio from its long-run, real-time trend calculated with a one-sided HP filter using a smoothing factor of 400,000, in percentage
points. (3) Q2-2015 for Argentina; Q3-2015 for other countries. (4) Difference of DSRs from country-specific long-run averages since 1985 or later depending on data
availability and when five-year average inflation fell below 10% (for Russia and Turkey, the last 10 years are taken). (5) Assuming that an increase of 2.50 percentage
points in interest rates is fully transmitted to lending rates and that all the other components of the DSRs stay fixed. (6) Hong Kong SAR, Indonesia, Malaysia, and
Thailand. (7) The Czech Republic, Hungary, Poland, and Russia.
Sources: National data; BIS; BIS calculations.
Figure 3 – Early warning indicators for domestic banking crises signal risk ahead1

value-at-risk (VaR) constraints thus tend to lend more without having to raise additional capital. Asset price booms thus
make bank credit highly procyclical even without a rise in the
measured leverage ratio.

Within this big picture, cross-country differences remain large.
In many countries, domestic bond markets still largely consist
of government debt securities. With a few exceptions (e.g.,
Hong Kong SAR and Malaysia), corporate bond markets remain relatively underdeveloped, constraining the supply of
long-term finance. At the same time, cyclical factors, such as
very low global interest rates, have attracted EME corporations to international debt markets. The preference for issuing
debt in international markets may reflect a rational decision by
EME corporations to access cheaper funds in deeper international capital markets than in more expensive and less liquid
domestic markets.

Rise in debt securities issuance
A clear trend across many EMEs over the past decade is the
expansion of debt securities as a funding vehicle. Thus, the
combined issuance of debt securities by entities located in
EMEs – governments, financial institutions and non-financial
corporations together – has grown more than sixfold over the
past decade, from U.S.$2.5 trillion in 2002 to U.S.$14 trillion
in 2014 [Hattori and Takáts (2015)]. Although the issuance of
domestic debt securities, which is usually denominated in local currencies, constitutes the largest share of activity (about
80%), the issuance of international debt securities has also
risen significantly. Figure 2 provides a snap shot view of debt
issuance by EME non-financial corporations in both domestic
and international markets. As Figure 2 shows, not only has
debt issuance by EME firms risen rapidly after the GFC but
a large part of that issuance has moved to offshore markets.
Asian and Latin American firms have been very active in issuing debt securities in the international debt markets.

It is well recognized that larger domestic bond markets offer
many benefits to EMEs, not least by fostering financial development. Bond markets help to diversify the sources of funding,
avoid credit risk concentration in the banking sector, and enhance opportunities for long-term investment. Moreover, debt
issuance by EME borrowers in their own currencies reduces
currency mismatches. In many countries, therefore, the recent
increase in debt issuance is a direct consequence of EME
authorities’ concerted efforts to develop local currency bond
markets and limit banks’ exposure to duration mismatches.
211
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IMPLICATIONS FOR FINANCIAL STABILITY

The exposure of banks to foreign exchange risk through their
customer account could also be sizeable. While banks may
be hedged against currency risk, their borrowers may not. In
some EMEs, borrowers still expect an appreciation of the local
currency, increasing incentives for unhedged foreign currency borrowing. One concern in countries with more developed
foreign exchange markets seems to be the speculative positions of domestic institutional investors, which can have an
influence on the dynamics of exchange rates. Extensive use
of hedges against currency appreciation can itself generate
appreciation pressures. For instance, buying FX swaps or forwards raises the expected future price of a currency, which
feeds back into current market prices. Both investors and borrowers could speculate on currency appreciation, leading to
large exposures and potentially disruptive shocks if currency
movements were to reverse.

What do the recent changes in financial intermediation imply
for financial stability in EMEs? In assessing the significance
of these developments, the underlying factors are likely to be
more important than the trends themselves. Clearly, financial deepening plays an important role in the trend increase
in credit-to-GDP ratio. Yet, there is increasing concerns that
the recent credit growth in EMEs may prove more cyclical
than structural. One measure of this vulnerability is the extent
to which credit-to-GDP ratio has deviated from its long term
trend. Borio and Low (2002) have shown that the credit gap
measures are a fairly reliable indicator of financial vulnerability
with a lead time of about two years.
That said, accurately estimating the long term value of the
credit-to-GDP ratio remains a difficult task in EMEs because of
their rapid structural changes. Hence, estimates of credit gaps
tend to be less precise for EMEs than those for the mature
economies. Keeping this caveat in mind, estimates of credit
gaps suggests that bank credit-to-GDP ratio has been generally above its long term trend in many EMEs (left hand panel
of Figure 3). For instance, by the end of 2015, the estimated
credit gap had widened to over 10 percentage points in several countries – a threshold at which regulators, under the Basel
III framework, would ask the banks to hold counter-cyclical
capital buffers at the maximum level.

As regards banks’ own balance sheets, the direct exposure
of banks to interest rate risks is probably limited, as banks
manage these risks as part of their routine business. However, bank borrowing from the debt and wholesale deposit markets can still lead to potential funding problems. Aggregate
loan-to-deposit ratios in some regions (in Asia and Latin America, in particular) have increased from previously moderate values, even though they are generally below one. In particular,
as banks funded a greater part of their incremental lending
by mobilizing corporate deposits, they could be vulnerable to
tighter external funding conditions, triggering an outflow of deposits from the banking system.

Risks to the banking system
A key question is how these developments affect risks in the
EME banking system. There are two sources of risks: one coming from bank borrowers and the other stemming from banks’
own balance sheets. Historically, the quality of bank loans
and the potential default rates are closely correlated with the
debt servicing costs of bank borrowers. For instance, Drehmann and Juselius (2014) show that debt service ratios tend
to peak just before strains materialize in the banking system,
and, more often than not, rising interest rates prove to be the
turning points. The right hand panel of Figure 3 reports Ehlers
and Villar’s (2015) estimates of the impact of a cumulative 250
points increase in the interest rate that could be triggered by
a possible normalization of U.S. monetary policy on debt servicing burdens in a sample of EMEs. The figure shows that,
in a number of economies, such an interest rate shock would
push debt servicing costs to high levels, exceeding the longterm 6% ratio at which financial stability concerns become
important. In many EMEs, therefore, recent rapid growth of
credit has prompted authorities to tighten macro-prudential
controls as a preventive measure to contain risks.

Shin (2013) shows that when banks’ assets are growing at a
faster rate than their core deposits (such as retail deposits),
they tend to increase their non-core liabilities to finance the
additional lending growth. In other words, banks shift their
funding to more volatile wholesale markets (such as corporate
deposits) and international debt markets. Borio et al. (2011)
have shown that, historically, EME credit cycles have been
synchronized with cross-border credit cycles. In typical boom
periods, cross-border credit tends to grow faster than overall
credit, with banks accessing wholesale dollar funding markets
to finance new asset growth. The process reverses itself, as
higher U.S. interest rates cause large-scale unwinding of dollar
borrowings and a widespread slowdown of credit in EMEs.
The funding pattern of banks in EMEs have undergone changes. For instance, in Asia, the average share of retail deposits
in total assets fell from 37% in 2004 to 31% in 2013. Some
countries (e.g., the Philippines and Thailand) have witnessed
more rapid declines. In Latin America, the average ratio was
generally much smaller (23% in 2004) and fell further (20%).
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Figure 4 – Sources of funding of banks (end-2013, as a percentage of total assets)

Banks financed a large part of their asset growth by tapping into corporate deposits and increasing debt and other
non-equity financing. As the left panel of Figure 4 shows, in
a number of countries the share of assets funded by corporate deposits stood at more than 30% in 2013. The median
contribution of corporate deposits to total debt liability growth
across EMEs as a whole increased from 24% in 2004-2009
(just before the introduction of unconventional monetary policy
by advanced economy central banks) to 31% during 2009-13.
As the right hand panel of the figure shows, funding of asset
growth through non-crore liabilities has also been quite strong
in EMEs, in some cases exceeding 40% or so.

(regionalization) heightens the exposure to regional macroeconomic risks. Cooperation between home and host supervisors
will be, therefore, essential in any attempt to reduce risks and
limit the potentially damaging implications of regulatory arbitrage.

Vulnerability from bond financing
Despite obvious benefits, increased international debt issuance by corporates also creates risks. To the extent that
cyclical factors dominate, EME borrowers are exposed to a
reversal of easy global financing conditions. Such an eventuality increases the risk that dollar bond issuance may dry up in
future; at the same time, the corporate sector would become
vulnerable to higher debt repayment and refinancing risks. The
interaction between dollar liabilities and large currency depreciation can contribute to magnifying these risks. The January
and February 2016 currency market turmoil illustrated this risk
quite well, as international bond markets virtually shut down
for many EMEs [BIS (2016)].

That said, one notable aspect of EME banking systems has
been its increased resilience to external shocks due to the
shift by international banks to a subsidiaries-based business
model. Because these subsidiaries may tap local deposits for
asset growth, they can help reduce currency mismatches in
the banking system. If these banks enjoy a measure of protection through access to national deposit insurance schemes, or
have a large number of retail customers, subsidiaries would be
the preferred model for the host country because their capital
could be segregated from the parent bank. In the event of a
crisis, however, host-country taxpayers would have to foot the
bill – even for foreign banks – although the very anticipation of
this risk can prompt the host country regulator to ring-fence
assets of subsidiaries. Cross-border banking within a region

Figure 5 shows several key parameters of corporate finance
and their relationship with debt issuance. For EME corporates as a whole, the stock of debt has continued to rise
since 2008. With stagnant earnings before interest and taxes
(EBIT), this has meant a steady increase in leverage (upper
lefthand panel). Naturally, firms that have issued debt have witnessed a more rapid rise in leverage than those did not (upper
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Figure 5 – Corporate leverage and repayment pressure

right-hand panel). However, firms issuing debt have also made
larger non-financial investment, implying that they have used
these additional resources to build tangible capital stocks.

Second, higher debt repayment burden could reduce future
investment prospects and expose highly leveraged firms to
potential funding and debt rollover risks (lower left-hand panel
of Figure 5). A few oil-exporting countries have been under severe stress because of the recent collapse of oil prices. Given
that many oil firms have accumulated substantial dollar debt,
they have become vulnerable to large currency depreciations.

Risks from higher debt arise from several sources. One is the
risk of overinvestment that could lower the rate of return on
investment and therefore profitability. There is evidence that
the return on assets of EME corporations has fallen recently
and the price-to-earnings ratio has risen, suggesting a risk to
funding conditions should equity valuations suffer from higher
interest rates [Hattori and Takáts (2015) and Chui et al. (2016)].

Finally, stresses in corporate balance sheets could spread
to the banking system. These systemic connections are especially important in countries where banks have obtained a
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large part of their funding requirements from corporate deposits, exposing them to withdrawal pressures. By adversely
affecting firms’ capacity to repay, weaker corporate balance
sheets could also feed into the banking system through higher
non-performing loan rates.

for instance, tighter standards for firms’ external funding eligibility and regulations requiring corporations to hedge foreign
exchange risk. Moreover, to the extent that bond issuers in
EMEs are typically large and of good credit quality, they could
be more resilient to negative interest rate shocks than those
with weaker balance sheets and credit ratings. Similarly, prudential measures to limit debt build-up in the household sector
and building capital buffers in the banking systems could help
in containing systemic risks, particularly stemming for external
sources.

Another potential source of risk to EMEs relates to the changing investor base in their debt markets. While institutional investors and large asset management companies (AMCs) have
a major role to play in deepening EM financial markets, their
behavior could also become a source of problem. Hattori and
Takáts (2015) discuss several channels through which the
portfolio decisions of asset management companies could
amplify market volatility. Return and duration mismatches
in the portfolios of long-term institutional investors, such as
pension funds, could be one source of risk. The search for
yield and duration by these investors under conditions of very
low long-term interest rates can lead to excessive risk-taking
in relatively illiquid markets, causing large price fluctuations.
Similarly, AMCs are guided by several investment constraints,
such as relative performance targets, risk limits, and minimum
credit ratings that have the potential to create procyclical market dynamics in EME bond and equity funds. There is evidence
that investment flows into and out of EME funds tend to show
greater clustering than flows into and out of advanced economy markets. In addition, discretionary sales by EME bond
funds managers tend to amplify investor redemptions [Shek
et al. (2015)].

IMPLICATIONS FOR MONETARY POLICY
Larger and deeper capital markets help to improve the effectiveness of monetary policy, notably by strengthening the
transmission of central bank’s policy rate to market interest
rates. Greater competition from debt markets can also lead to
narrower bank intermediation spreads if banks were using their
monopoly power to protect high margins, which may affect the
equilibrium (or neutral) policy interest rate required to stabilize
the economy [Kohlscheen and Rungcharoenkitkul (2015)].
That said, policy challenges in financially open economies can
be more complex. Greater global integration of domestic debt
markets means that domestic long-term interest rates move
more closely with global interest rates than domestic policy
rates, which can reduce the effectiveness of monetary policy.
Additionally, bank credit may become more volatile as funding
conditions of the banking system become more closely linked
to the global capital market [Shin and Turner (2015)]. And,
greater global debt market integration implies faster transmission of risk aversion shocks, sharper exchange rate movements and, consequently, larger balance sheet movements. All
this leads to a stronger “risk-taking channel” of monetary policy [Borio and Zhu (2012)]. Evidence presented by Kohlscheen
and Rungcharoenkitkul (2015) indicates that credit flows to
EMEs are significantly affected by global risk aversion, such as
the VIX index of U.S. stock market volatility and the exchange
rate. And the real effects of these variables have increased
because of a stronger response of investment to credit flows.

An additional risk could come from carry trade strategies involving EME local currency debt markets. To the extent that
foreign investors have not adequately hedged the foreign exchange risk of their bond investments, and have instead intended to profit from expected currency appreciation, their
response to unexpected exchange rate movements could
aggravate market volatility. EME residents could also make
use of dollar debt issuance to undertake similar carry trade
strategies. For instance, a recent BIS study of companies from
47 countries outside the U.S. found that EME non-financial
companies had used U.S. dollar bond issuance to take on
financial exposures that shared the attributes of dollar carry
trades [Bruno and Shin (2015)]. The proceeds of such bond
issuance were invested in high-yielding bank deposits as well
as in shadow banking products and commercial paper.

This suggests that the structure of the financial system and the
regulatory regime are likely to play a major role in determining
the impact of financial intermediation models on monetary policy. For instance, in Malaysia, despite higher foreign ownership
of domestic debt markets, the pass-through of the policy rate
has increased partly because the share of floating rate loans in
total loans has risen [Bank Negara Malaysia (2015)]. In Korea,

Yet, how far these risk could actually materialize and affect
financial systems depends on specific country situations. For
instance, the recent adoption of regulatory and market oversight measures by a number of countries could prove helpful
in containing some of those risks. These measures include,
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